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DAMOPHON OF MESSENE.

PART I.—HIS DATE.

OUR knowledge of Damophon of Messene is primarily derived
from the fragments of the great group made by him for the temple of
Despoina at Lycosura, and discovered there by M. Cavvadias during
the excavations undertaken in the summer of 1889. The best known
fragments are the three heads and the piece of embroidered drapery
in the National Museum at Athens, but a great number of smaller
pieces exist in the magazines at Athens and in the museum recently
erected at Lycosura.

From Pausanias we learn that Damophon erected many statues
in Messene* and in the sanctuary2 of the Great Goddesses at Megalopolis ;
that he worked at Aigion 3 and Lycosura ; * and that he was entrusted with
the repairs of the Zeus of Pheidias at Olympia.5 There is no mention
of Damophon in other classical writers.

Original works of Greek sculpture on the scale of the remains from
Lycosura, without shadow of doubt as to their authors, might almost be
counted on the fingers of two hands. They exist as the landmarks
by which to discriminate between the others; and yet in the case of
Damophon, the anomaly remains that we have not yet arrived at certainty
as to his date within a period of five centuries. It is natural under the
circumstances that he should have loomed large as a subject of recent
controversy, but if any excuse be needed for another discussion of the subject,
it may well rest on the fact that, while his style has been subjected to the
minutest investigation, the available evidence from a historical, an epi-
graphical and an architectural point of view has only once 6 been collected,

1 iv. 31, 6. 7. 10. 4 viii. 37, 2-6.
2 viii. 31, 1-3. 5 iv. 31, 6.
3 vii. 23, 5-7.
6 A recent paper by Miss Thallon in Amer. Journ. of Arch. x. 1906, 3, p. 302.
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and cannot be said even in that case to amount to definite proof. In the
present paper I do not propose to refer at all to the style of the Lycosura
sculptures, partly for the reason mentioned, but principally because all
such judgment must be suspended until the completion of the restoration of
the great group at Lycosura, which is contemplated by the Greek Archaeo-
logical Society this spring. The heads and the drapery fragment are
by no means sufficient for a fair criticism of Damophon's style, and
those who have not examined all the fragments in the magazines of
Athens and Lycosura are not really competent to pronounce upon the
whole. There is. I think, sufficient evidence from external sources to decide
the date of Damophon, and it is only on the sure basis of this knowledge,
that a correct estimate of his genius, his methods and his place in
the history of art can be obtained. I propose, therefore, to confine
myself to the external evidence in the present paper, and at a later
period, when all the available evidence has been brought together, to discuss
the varied and interesting problems of his style.

The views hitherto expressed on the date of Damophon may be
divided into three classes : those favouring the fourth century B.C., those
favouring the third or second, and those favouring the epoch of Hadrian.
The last view, maintained by Robert,1 Sittl,2 and Overbeck,3 has been
so generally abandoned, owing to the recent criticisms of Mr. Daniel
in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, that I do not propose to discuss
it at length ; architectural and epigraphical considerations which will be
mentioned later, render it impossible, even if Daniel's stylistic arguments
are not sufficient. The fourth century date has been upheld by Cavvadias,4

Waldstein,5 Diehl,6 Reinach,7 Ernest8 and Percy Gardner,9 and Daniel,10

and is perhaps generally held in England at present. On the other hand,
Conze,11 Milchhofer,12 Collignon,13 Kekule-Zahn,14 and more recently Miss
Thallon,15 have placed the sculptor's career in the second or late third
century. To the careful criticism of Daniel we owe a masterly descrip-
tion of the remains best known at present, and to Miss Thallon's recent

1 Hermes, xxix. 1894, pp. 429-435. 9 Clas. Rev. 1897, p. 71.
2 livan Miiller's Handbuch, vi. p. 751. 10 J.H.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 41.
3 Gesch. der Gr. Plast. ii. pp. 181, 485. " Arch. Anz. 1893, P- I 2S-
4 Fouilles de Lycosura., i. p. 13. 12 B.P. W. 1895, pp. 948 ff.
5 Athenccum, 1890, i. p. 377. 13 Hist, de la Sculp. Gr. ii. pp. 626-630.
6 Rev. des Et. Gr. 1899, p. 233. u Baedeker, Greece, 1905, p. cxxiv.
7 Gaz. des Beaux-Arts, 1894, i. pp. 229-233. 15 op. cit. p. 315.
8 Handbook of Gr. Sculp, pp. 399 ff.
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paper, which reached me when most of my own work on the subject
was finished, I am especially indebted, not only for her careful treatment
of the architectural and epigraphical evidence, but for her collection
of current conflicting opinions.

The view which I shall endeavour to demonstrate in the following
pages does not differ radically from her own, inasmuch as I would date
Damophon's work at Messene at the beginning of the second century B.C.,
and his work at Megalopolis and Lycosura about 180 B.C. Apart from the
epigraphical and other evidence which must be discussed later, it does not
seem possible to place any Peloponnesian artistic revival, such as is pointed
out by Damophon's career, later than 150 B.C.*

Strabo,2 who visited Greece in 29 B.C., found Megalopolis a desert
inhabited by a few shepherds. 'Eprjfila f^eydXtj 'crriv fj fjuejaXtj ir6\i<i he
quotes from a comic poet, and we can gather from his narrative how
complete was the ruin of the towns of Greece under Roman dominion.
The exploits of some of the Roman generals in Greece show clearly the
Roman methods of barbarism in her conquered dependencies, before the
epoch of the philhellene emperors. Mummius 3 in 146, not content with
the razing of Corinth, made a tour of destruction and punishment
through the cities of Greece. Even Aemilius Paulus,4 philhellene and
friend of Polybius, depopulated seventy cities in Epirus and enslaved
150,000 of the inhabitants. So complete was the ruin of the Greek cities
by 80 B.C. that they gladly joined the forlorn hope of Mithridates,
although his success could mean at best a change of masters, and the
subsequent vengeance of Sulla provided a coup de grace for the fortunes
of some of them.

At the outset of the Roman dominion the outlook was rosy enough.
Liberty was restored to Greece, and Polybius bears eloquent testimony to
the prosperity of his country.6 This is the last period at which we can
expect to find an artistic renaissance in the Hellenic cities. It is at any
rate certain, that once the Hadrianic epoch is rejected, Damophon's
career must have closed before the end of the second century B.C.

1 Hitzig and Bluemner in the recently published third volume of their commentary on
Pausanias (Pausanias, iii.1 p. 251, note on Paus. viii. 37, 2-4) also support a second century date.

2 viii. 362, 388, ix. 410.
3 Paus. vii. 16. 9 ; Polyb. xl. 11. 1-3 ; Zonaras, ix, 31.
4 Polyb. xxx. 16. 5 Polyb. ii. 62.
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§ i.—ARCHITECTURAL EVIDENCE.1

The temple of Despoina at Lycosura is hexastyle prostyle and of the
Doric order—i.e. it possesses a pronaos with six columns on its eastern

FIG. I .—REMAINS OF TEMPLE OF DESPOINA, LOOKING EASTWARDS.

F I G . 2.—FRONT VIEW OF STATUE-BASIS IN TEMPLE OF DESTOINA.

front, but on the other three sides is built with plain walls. The cella>
1 Cf. Leonardos in TlpaKTtKa rrjs 'Apx- 'ET. 1896, pp. 101 foil.
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which occupies the whole building except the pronaos, is divided by a line
of blocks into two portions, the easternmost of which, subsequently floored
with mosaic, was intended for the worshippers, and was also accessible by
a side door, while the western division contained the great group by
Damophon (Fig. 1).

The greater part of the basis on which the group stood is preserved
(Fig. 2), but the actual marble slabs supporting the statues are missing,
and consequently we have no evidence of the actual position of the
figures.

The architectural remains of the sanctuary may be divided into two

FIG. 3.—WEST WALL OF CELLA OF TEMPLE OF DESPOINA.

parts: the ground-plan of the temple with the lower courses of the cella
wall and the statue base, and the marble remains of the eastern front and
of the cornice that ran round the building.

Fig. 3 shows the construction of the cella wall. On a foundation of
rough stone was laid a plain sill-course of squared limestone blocks;
upon this (the lowest course visible in the illustration) rest the upright
blocks or orthostatai, which have a raised panel, owing to the draft-edge
which runs all round them. Two rows would go to the thickness of
the wall, but the place of the inner row has been supplied by rows of
rougher blocks, which were perhaps stuccoed on the inside. Above the

1
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orthostatai is a string-course with a moulded profile. Upon these lower
limestone courses rested a wall of baked bricks, of which a number are
preserved outside the temple. With them is some mortar of a poor
quality. The lower courses were bonded with n shaped cramps.

The statue basis in the cella is similarly constructed of limestone
orthostatai between moulded sill- and string-courses, and, although there is
some variety in the mouldings, the general appearance and execution are
remarkably alike; the workmanship is moderately good, and compares
closely with buildings at Olympia and Megalopolis.

The case of the marble members—the eastern front and the cornice—

FIG. 4.—MARBLE CORNICE AND PALMETTES FROM TEMPLE OF DESPOINA.

is very different. Here we find clumsy, careless work unparalleled in
Hellenic times, and a system of proportions, e.g., between the height of
the architrave and the triglyph blocks,1 which is unusual even in late
Greek buildings. A comparison of the cutting of the palmettes in Figs. 4
and 5 will illustrate this difference better than any description.
Fig. 4 shows a piece of the sima with two of the antefixes, and Fig. 5
a piece of the marble throne of the goddesses; the radical difference
of the workmanship is at once obvious. Another badly executed palmette
is shown in Fig. 6, a corner block of the geison.

1 The architrave blocks are '54 m. high ; the triglyph blocks 75 m.
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There have been three theories with regard to the relative dating of
these two groups of architectural remains : (1) that they both date from a
Hellenic period, (2) that they both date from a Roman period, and
(3) that they date, the former from a Hellenic, the latter from a
Roman period.

Cavvadias 1 and most of the other authorities who support a fourth
century date for Damophon's career attribute the marble members to
a Roman reconstruction, while they date the walls and statue base in the
fourth century. We have epigraphical2 evidence for a restoration in
Roman times, and the mosaic3 found in the eastern portion of the cella
shows that work was done in the temple during the imperial epoch.
Evidence of its flourishing condition at this period is shown by several of
the inscriptions.4

Dorpfeld 5 was at first inclined to attribute the whole building to one
period. He argued that there were no remains of any front earlier than
the present marble one, and that consequently it must have been of wood.
It is hardly conceivable that a wooden front should have been built in the
fourth century for the shrine containing so remarkable a group; the
material too, Doliana marble, is the same as that of the statue group, and
the state of weathering similar. He placed this period at first in Roman times,
but afterwards in the first or second century B.C.; since the discovery of
the restoration inscription, however, he has retracted6 this view and has
had the kindness to inform me that he believes in two periods of con-
struction, a Greek period of perhaps the second century B.C. for the earlier
work, a Roman period for the marble front. It is indeed hard to conceive
that the marble work was executed at the same time as the limestone.
Although a portico of wood is highly improbable in the fourth century, it is
not unlikely in the second.

Daniel7 would ascribe all the work to the fourth century; a theory
which does not appear to me possible, in view of the details of the marble
front, e.g. proportions of architrave and triglyph blocks, flat tops of
triglyph cuttings, proportions of capital and column, etc., to say nothing of
the degradation of the work.

1 Fouilles de Lycosura, i. p. 8, note I. 2 'E<f>. ?A/>x. 1896, p. 236.
3 'Etf>. 'ApX. 1899, p. 43, PI- 3-
4 E.g. the base in honour of Hadrian in 'Ef. 'Apx- I&9(>> 104.
5 A/hen. Mill. xv. i8;o, p. 230, and xviii. 1893, pp. 219-221.
6 At/ien. Mi/.', xx. 1895, p. 373. ~ f.ff.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 54.

I 2
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Robertx would place the whole building in the Roman period. In
this view he was influenced by Dorpfeld's first report, which he has since
retracted, and by his own views as to the sculpture. The impossibility of
this view is demonstrated by the bricks of the cella wall, which conform

FIG. 5.—MARBLE FRAGMENT FROM THRONE OF GODDESSES IN TEMPLE
OF DESPOINA.

almost exactly to the Vitruvian2 standard for Greek bricks, and are
utterly dissimilar to the Roman ones. The bricks therefore go with the
lower courses and belong to the earlier Greek period, as there can now
be no reasonable doubt that we have to deal with two periods of con-

1 Hermes, xxix. 1894, pp. 429-435.
2 Vitruv. ii. 3. The standard pentadoron Greek bricks should measure -37 m. square, and the

half bricks '37 m. x '185 m. The Lycosura bricks measure '38 m. square, and the half bricks
•38 m. x 18 m.
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struction. The bricks are in themselves a sufficient refutation of the
Hadrianic theory.

Since the statue basis, and therefore the group which stood upon it,
belong to the earlier date, we may now exclude the later period so far as
Damophon is concerned, and examine the cella walls and statue basis to
see if they can be approximately dated, since their date will be also that
of the statue group.

Of primary importance are the 1—1 shaped cramps. This shape of
cramp does'not come into use before the second half of the fourth century,

FIG. 6.—CORNER-BLOCK OF GEISON FROM TEMPLE OF DESPOINA.

and so we may take this definitely as a terminus ante quern for the building
of the temple. Danielx does not seek to put Damophon's work at
Lycosura earlier than this period. A later limit is suggested by the
bricks, which are pre-Roman ; so that we are left with not more than three
centuries to choose from.

Daniel's2 architectural arguments for a fourth century origin rest
on certain similarities between the temple of Despoina and the Thersileion

1 J.H.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 55. 2J-H.S. xxiv. 1904, p. 54.
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at Megalopolis ; the points of resemblance on which he lays stress are: the
construction of the wall by means of sill- and string-courses with orthostatai
between, the draft-margin running round the orthostatai, and the double
undercutting of the step-risers. But these features are in themselves no
criteria for a fourth century date. Miss Thallon1 has already pointed
out that the ortliostatai construction and the draft-margin at Lycosura
are observable also in the wall of the Palaestra at Olympia,2 which is
dated by the excavators to the late third or early second century, and
that the double undercutting of the step-risers is noticeable on the second
century restoration of the Philippian colonnade at Megalopolis. As regards
the resemblance with the Thersileion : there is still more resemblance in
detail between the Thersileion and the Myropolis3 colonnade at Mega-
lopolis ; in both we find a double draft on the uppermost step-riser, a
raised panel between the columns, and square dowel-holes, set diagonally^
for securing the columns. But the Myropolis colonnade can be dated
accurately shortly after 265 B.C., since it was erected by Aristodemus to
commemorate a defeat inflicted on the Spartans in that year. It is to be
noticed that there is one signal difference from the Thersileion both at
Lycosura and in the Myropolis colonnade, viz.: the use of 1—, shaped
instead of |—| shaped cramps.

The construction by means of orthostatai between sill- and string-
course is no criterion of date when used to support a brick superstructure.
It is a natural way of building which was in use at all periods. Thus we
find it in the so-called workshop4 of Pheidias at Olympia which probably
dates from the middle of the fifth century, in the Hellenistic houses of
Priene,5 and in the marble facing of the Stoa of Eumenes under the
Acropolis of Athens.

A comparison of the mouldings and the proportions employed is more
likely perhaps to point to contemporaneity of construction, and here we
find a close resemblance between the temple of Lycosura and the group of
so-called late Dorian buildings at Olympia, which include the Leonidaeuma

and the Palaestra, and are dated in the third and second centuries B.C.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison in section between the wall of the Palaestra

and the cella wall of Lycosura. The general resemblance in moulding will

1 A.J.A. x. 1906, pp. 310, 311. 2 Olympia, ii. p . 121.
3 Excavations at Megalopolis, p. 12. ^ Olympia, ii. p. 101, PI, 71.
5 e.g. Priene, p. 298, Fig. 317. 6 Olytnpia, ii. pp. 83 and 101, PJs. 66, 75.
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be noticed. An obvious point of difference rests in the fact that at
Lycosura the place of the second upright block is supplied by rough
stones ; but this is due, it may be argued, not to any difference in date, but
simply to a greater need for economy ; the temple of Despoina was never
a show place like Olympia, and the means at the disposal of the builders
were naturally much smaller. This is certainly true, but at the same time
it is not the method of Greek architecture during the fifth and fourth
centuries ; it is rather a sign of the poverty which had been produced by
the disastrous wars of the third century, and points to a late period of
construction. The more isolated temple of Bassae is built in a much
more conscientious manner.

OLYMPIA
WALL OF PALAESTRA.

LYCOSURA OLYMPIA
6ASE NEAR LEONIDAEUMSTATUE-BASE.

FIG. 7.—SECTIONS OF WALLS AND BASES AT LYCOSURA AND OLYMPIA.

Fig. 7 shows also a comparison in section between the statue base at
Lycosura and one at the Leonidaeum at Olympia,1 which can be dated to
the end of the third or the beginning of the second century. Here again
the general resemblance in proportions and in moulding is remarkable,
while a further similarity in detail is noticeable in the fact that in each
case there was a marble supporting-slab above the base, to carry the
dedication. The rather clumsier and more finicky treatment of the
Lycosura moulding suggests, if anything, a later date.

I have not mentioned the inscriptions2 found on some of the roof tiles
at Lycosura, and two3 inscribed letters on one of the columns of the

1 Olympia, ii. pp. 156-158, Pis. 94. 12 ; cf. also an altar at Priene, Priene, p. 168, Fig. 160.
2 npoKTiKa T7)i 'Apx. 'ET. 1896, p. 105. 3 'E<p. 'Apx- 1896, p. 234.
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pronaos, since they are not sure evidence for the date of construction.
.None of the tiles that I have seen, however, bears an inscription that
need be older than the beginning of the second century.

The evidence of the architecture, then, cannot be said to be conclusive,
but it points much more strongly to the beginning of the second than
to the fourth century, and I have Dr. Dorpfeld's permission to state
that this is the inference he would himself draw from the remains.
It may be said that, in general, the excavations at Megalopolis pointed
to two periods of building: one after the foundation in 370, and one after
the destruction by Cleomenes at the end of the third century. Prima facie
evidence may connect Damophon as well with the later as the earlier
period, and we shall see that such a hypothesis is capable of
demonstration.

§ 2.—HISTORICAL EVIDENCE.

It has occasionally been assumed that the weight of historical evidence
for placing Damophon's career in the fourth century, is overwhelming.
The assumption rests on the connection of Damophon with the new cities
of Messene and Megalopolis, two links in the chain of fortresses with which
Epaminondas hoped to fetter the power of Sparta. Messene was probably
founded in 370 B.C., but though the arrangements for the building of
Megalopolis were made at the same time, there are good grounds for
Niese's1 theory that they were not completed until the reverse which the
Theban arms suffered at Mantineia in 361 B.C. The population 2 of the
new city was procured by the abandonment of forty of the neighbouring
villages, hitherto divided among the tribes of the Cynurii, Maenalii,
Parrhasii, Eutresii, Aegytii, Orchomenii, and the Tripolis of Callia, Dipoena,
and Nonacris. Diodorus,3 speaking of the founding of the city in 370,
mentions only twenty villages, and we know from Xenophon4 that
Pallantion and Asea fought at Mantineia as allies, not component parts, of
Megalopolis. But these towns are included by Pausanias among the
synoecised villages. We learn further from Diodorus5 that after the battle
several of the villages attempted to abandon the new city, but that
Pammenes the Theban [compelled them to remain ; probably therefore it

1 Hermes, xxxiv. p. 527 foil. ; cf. Dindorf, Demosthenes, vol. viii. Scholia Pro. Meg. p. 246.
2 Paus. viii. 27. 3. 3 Diod. xv. 72.
4 Xen. Hell. vii. 5. 5. 5 Diod. xv. 94.
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was Pammenes who completed the foundation of Megalopolis by adding
the other twenty villages, including Pallantion and Asea, which are
mentioned by Pausanias. Thus Megalopolis only began to settle down to
its anomalous civic position after the battle of Mantineia in 361 B.C.

Damophon we must suppose, if we assume for a moment that he lived
at this period in the fourth century, made a name for himself in the
decoration of Messene, and was accordingly invited, in company with
artists like Cephisodotus and Xenophon of Athens, to participate in the
work of ornamenting Megalopolis; subsequently he accepted a commission
at Lycosura to execute a group similar to that at Megalopolis, and his
growth of reputation found him patronage also at Aigion,1 newly raised to
importance by the earthquake which had removed her rival Helike in
373 B.C. ; finally, in preference to all the artists of Greece, this sculptor
of Messene, who is known to us only from the pages of Pausanias, is
summoned to Olympia 2 to repair the Zeus of Pheidias, although he had
never, so far as we know, executed a chryselephantine work. A priori this
theory is attractive and interesting, and explains most of the facts known
about Damophon's life, but its historical possibility rests on a single piece
of dubious evidence: Pausanias3 states in his description of Messene, that
' besides images of the god and his sons, and images of Apollo, the Muses
and Heracles, the sanctuary' (of Asclepios) ' contains an Image of the City
of Thebes and a statue of Epaminondas, son of Cleommis, an image of
Fortune and one of Artemis, bringer of light. The marble images are
the works of Damophon, the only Messenian sculptor of note that I know
of. The statue of Epaminondas is of iron and is the work of some other
artist'

It is inferred from this passage that Damophon was the sculptor of
the ' City of Thebes,' and that such a work could only be erected shortly
after the restoration of the city by Epaminondas. The statement of
Pausanias is not really very convincing; the words sound like the
description of a local guide, who may have had the usual failing of
attributing as many works as possible to some famous artist, and the
phrase iro\i<; re r\ ®r)/3aioov ical 'E-7rafj.eiva>vBa<; 6 KXeo/i/itSo? suggests a

group, not single statues. In any case there is no reason why a statue of
the City of Thebes should not have been erected at a much later date in
the third or second century, when the Achaean League was reviving

1 Paus. vii. 23. 6 and 7. 2 Paus. iv. 31. 6. 3 Paus. iv. 31. 10.
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Theban ideals in its struggle with Sparta. The statue of Epaminondas,
which would be more conclusive for a fourth century date, is named as the
work of another artist; 370 B.C. would be a surprisingly early date for the
city-Tychea type of statue.

There is very little evidence then, beyond a general historical suitability,
for an early fourth century date for Damophon's career. On the other hand,
there are historical considerations which prove fatal to it. They arise in
regard to Lycosura. Was the Lycosura group made after, or before, the
foundation of Megalopolis ? We know that there was a sanctuary of the
Mistress at Lycosura before the foundation of Megalopolis, for Pausanias 2

tells us that, when the other Arcadians wished to punish the men of
Lycosura for refusing to join in the synoecism, they were spared owing to
the traditional sanctity of the shrine of Despoina. We have already seen
that the base of the statues is probably contemporary with the walls of
the cella of the temple, and therefore, that statue group and temple at
Lycosura were contemporaneous ; but the group cannot be earlier than
370, for a study of the architectural details has shown the impossibility of
dating the temple earlier than the second half of the fourth century.
Damophon must have worked at Lycosura, therefore, not earlier than the
second half of the fourth century, presumably after the success of his work
at Megalopolis. This is the view of Daniel,3 the most prominent
supporter in recent years of a fourth century date.

Now we know from Pausanias that the people of Lycosura were
compelled to assist in the foundation of Megalopolis in 361 B.C. They left
their home on the spurs of Lycaon, and came to live in the city that was
growing on the banks of the Helisson. Who then were the builders of the
temple of Lycosura, and the dedicators of the group of the Great Goddesses,
in the second half of the fourth century ?

The Arcadian League, which made such a sudden and dramatic appear-
ance on the stage of Greek politics, was the creation of a day. Ten years
after its foundation it took different sides at Mantineia, and its federal
coinage soon became a perquisite of Megalopolis. The latter city, whether
under Macedonian influence or the rule of its tyrants,4 continued to strike
the coins of the League, though profoundly out of sympathy with its
neighbours ; it arrogated to itself the authority of the League, and we can

1 Cf. Percy Gardner in J.ff.S. ix. 1888, p. 47. - Paus. viii. 27. 6.
3 J.H.S. 1904, p. 55. 4 B.M. Cat. of Coins, Peloponnesus, p. Ixi.
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imagine no moment after 350 B.C. when the Arcadian League was in a
position to dedicate a great temple and statue group at Lycosura.
As to Megalopolis herself, she continued to maintain a selfish and
un-Arcadian policy. In 338 her Macedonian sympathies were rewarded
by a special visit from Philip, and in 318 her championship of Cassander
against Polysperchon resulted in an unsuccessful siege by the latter.
Megalopolis then drops out of history until the rise of the tyrant1 Aristo-
demus in the third century. That she was prosperous in the half century
after her foundation is undoubted, but her policy was always selfish and
out of sympathy with the other Arcadian towns ; we cannot imagine that
she would find room in her schemes of aggrandisement for the erection of
a great shrine on a deserted hill top in the wilds of Mount Lycaon, when the
question of her own fortification and embellishment was always pressing.

It is, in fact, hard to conceive that any community save the inhabitants
of Lycosura would undertake the restoration of the sanctuary of Despoina.
Nor is it conceivable that they should have made such an offering while
remaining an unimportant fraction of the inhabitants of Megalopolis. The
condition for such a dedication as that of Lycosura is that it should
be made by a free and autonomous community, and we must therefore
fix the terminus post quern for the building of the sanctuary, at the date
when the Lycosurians recovered their independence.

The villages which had been forced to merge their identity in that of
Megalopolis seem to have striven continually against the yoke. In 370,
the date of the first conception of the scheme, we find the inhabitants of
Lycaea,2 Tricoloni and Lycosura offering a desperate resistance to the
synoecism, while the Trapezuntians preferred to fly to the shores of the
Euxine rather than lose their beloved autonomy. In 361,* after the
disastrous battle of Mantineia, another stand was made, but the help of
Pammenes and the Thebans secured the victory for the League. Further
light is obtainable for the history of the separatist party in Megalopolis.
An inscription from Tegea, published by Lebas,4 mentions a revived
Arcadian League in which the names of the Cynurii and Maenalii, two of
the incorporated tribes, occur as independent allies.5 Niese's arguments
on the date of this inscription seem conclusive; he places it shortly after

1 For an account of Aristodemus cf. Niese, Gesch. der Griech. u. Maked. Staalen, ii. p. 241.
2 Paus. viii. 27, 5. 3 Diod. xv. 94.
4 Lebas, Voyage Archiologique, ii. p. 194, No. 340 a. 5 Hermes, xxxiv. 542 foil.
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the death of the tyrant Aristodemus, i.e. about the middle of the third
century. Aristodemus was murdered by Ecdemus and Demophanes, who are
mentioned as the teachers and forerunners l of Philopoemen. We know
that Philopoemen belonged to the separatist party, for he liberated 2 several of
the villages on his return to Megalopolis in 192 ; and therefore we may legiti-
mately assume that the murderers of Aristodemus belonged to the same
party, and that the separation of the Maenalii and Cynurii, shortly after the
death of Aristodemus, was due to their influence. A second clear instance
of the triumph of this policy has just been mentioned in the case of Philo-
poemen.

Thus we have evidence for a separatist party existing throughout the
fourth and third centuries at Megalopolis. It was clearly against the
interests of the dominant Macedonian party of the fourth century, or of
the later tyrants, to diminish the power of the city as compared with its
Arcadian neighbours, therefore we find only rare manifestations of the
success of the opposition. Their first triumph comes, as stated, about 250,
for the prosperity of the city, as shown during the siege of Polysperchon
and the reign of Aristodemus, is clear proof that it had not as yet suffered
diminution of population. The villages, however, that won their freedom
after the death of the tyrant were only those of the Cynurii and Maenalii.
Most of those which had been merged in Megalopolis never recovered
their independence. When Pausanias3 visited Arcadia he found Pallan-
tium, Dipoea, Aliphera and Lycosura independent, and Gortys, Methydrium,
Thisoa, Teuthis, Callia and Dipoena repopulated, but dependent on
Megalopolis. Now the chief towns of the Cynurii and Maenalii are
precisely Pallantium, Dipoea, Aliphera and Gortys; thus we obtain
confirmation of the inscription. Also we find evidence for a second
secession in the case of Lycosura and the other villages mentioned,
which come from the Orchomenii and the Tripolis, while Lycosura
was the chief town of the Parrhasii. Now there are two other periods
in the history of Megalopolis when secession was possible. After the
work of Ecdemus and Demophanes had been superseded by the tyranny
of Lydiadas, the opposition party can never have been in power until
the destruction of Megalopolis by Cleomenes in 223. The citizens4

fled in a body, and presumably, on their return from Messene there must
1 Plut. Phil. i. 2 Plut. Phil. xiii.
3 Paus. viii. 7 foil. 4 Paus. viii. 27. 15.
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have been an opportunity for secession. That some secession did take
place, is probable from the strife that arose as to the restoration, since one
party1 wished to restore the old circuit, while the other pointed out that
the circuit was now far too large for the inhabitants ; thus the loss of
the Maenalii and Cynurii may have been supplemented by further with-
drawals, while the conservative party, by maintaining the old circuit,
hoped perhaps to lure or compel the seceders to return. At any rate,
whether there was a further secession in 223 or no, we have the evidence
of Plutarch for a secession in 192, on the accession of Philopoemen2 to
power. His return from Crete assured the victory of the popular party;
further villages were released and the circuit, we may presume, narrowed.
Philopoemen rightly believed that the Arcadians prospered better in
villages than in large towns, and that Megalopolis was too large for its own
advantage.

Lycosura must have obtained her independence by 190-180, for we
find in the shrine of Despbina the base of a statue of the son of
Philopoemen3 dedicated by Philopoemen's father, and from this date
commences the list of the other inscriptions found in the shrine.

At which date, 250, 223, or 192, are we to suppose that she recovered
her freedom ? Which date can we connect with Damophon ?

We have seen that the inscription from Tegea makes no mention of
Lycosura or the Parrhasii among the list of autonomous Arcadian com-
munities in 250. A more definite proof that Lycosura did not participate
in this movement rests on the following facts. In 223 B.C. the Spartans
under Cleomenes surprised and sacked the town of Megalopolis : with
regard to this sack, Polybius 4 tells us, that it was so savage and ruthless as
to preclude the least hope that the town could ever be restored ; this, of
course, is an exaggeration, but it did as a matter of fact take at least fifty
years to complete the fortification. According to Pausanias,5 Cleomenes
razed the city to the ground and burnt i t ; from Plutarch6 we learn that
he levelled the best parts of the city with the ground and sent off the
works of art, both sculpture and painting, to Sparta. Doubtless some of
these escaped, like the temple statues of Zeus Soter and the statue of
Friendly Zeus, but, if we are to credit Plutarch's account at all, it is

1 Polyb. v. 93. 5.
2 Plut. Phil. xiii. ; Niese, Geschichte der Griech. und Maked. Staaten, ii. 251, iii. 36.
3 'Zq>. 'Apx- 1895, p. 270. 4 Polyb. ii. 55. 5 Paus. viii. 27. 15. 6 Pint. Cleom. xxv.
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impossible to believe that all the works of Damophon seen by Pausanias,
some of which are small and easily portable, can have escaped both
destruction and spoliation ; they cannot, then, have been in place before
the sack of the city. If the accounts of the taking of Megalopolis which
have come down to us are even approximately true, we must exclude
Damophon's work at Megalopolis not only from the fourth, but from the
greater part of the third century.

We must now examine the history of Megalopolis during the thirty
years from 223 to 192, to see at which period we are likely to find
Damophon working in that city, and to which of the two later periods
we should ascribe the enfranchisement of Lycosura. For many years
after their disastrous defeat at the hands of Cleomenes, the Megalopolitans
remained in a condition of great weakness and poverty. After the fate
of Sparta had been decided at Sellasia in 222, the work of reconstruction
commenced, and in 221 Antigonus1 sent the peripatetic philosopher
Prytanis to arrange the laws of the new town. In 218 the strife between
the two parties, the rich, who wished to restore the old circuit, and
the poor, who wanted a restricted area, became so acute that Aratus 2 was
called in to arbitrate on the question. From 217, the end of the Social War,
until 207, when a revived Sparta under Machanidas and afterwards Nabis,
renewed the aggressions of Cleomenes, there is a brief lull for the Arcad-
ian cities, but we can imagine that their efforts were directed rather
towards fortification than adornment ; especially was this the case with
Megalopolis, whose walls were unfinished, as they still were thirty years
later. During the wars with Nabis the distress was so great in the city, that
the inhabitants were reduced in 2003 to sowing the waste space within the
walls, through their inability to defend their fields outside. Megalopolis
had no rest until the return of Philopoemen in 192 ; shortly afterwards he
led an army against Sparta, and in 188 4 captured the town and brought
peace at last to the Peloponnese; with the proceeds of the sale of 3000
disfranchised Spartan citizens he rebuilt a Stoa5 at Megalopolis, which,
as we learn from Livy, had been in ruins since the sack by Cleomenes.

It is at this period, when Sparta was conquered and Megalopolis could
once more feel safe, that it seems more probable to place the gradual work

1 Polyb. v. 93, 8. 2 Polyb. v. 93. 9. 3 Plut. Phil. xiii. 4 Livy, xxxviii. 34. 7.
6 This Stoa was probably the Philippian Colonnade, the chief ornament of the Agora at Megalo-

polis. Cf. Excavations at Megalotolis, pp. 66 and 104.
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•of reconstruction and the activity of Damophon ; not in the brief decade from
217 to 207. If we desire to find a period which, apart from other consider-
ations, is prima facie suitable for an artistic revival in the Peloponnese, it
will assuredly be the period after Flamininus had restored her liberty to
Greece, and Philopoemen had destroyed the mischievous power of Sparta;
the period before the Macedonian wars of Perseus and the Romans.
All too soon the rule of Rome began to crush all independent life in
Hellas, but in the brief period suggested we get a veritable revival of
Hellenic activity; it is the epoch of Lycortas, of Philopoemen, of
Polybius, and the latter1 wrote of it, that in his day the Peloponnese was
enjoying the highest prosperity of which it was capable. This period may
be reckoned as the second foundation of Megalopolis, and we have ample
•evidence of the extent of the building operations carried on 2 ; the Philippian
Colonnade in its restored form, the peribolos of the temple of Zeus Soter,
which is another example of wall construction similar to the temple of
Lycosura, the second period of the walls, and the development of the plan of
the theatre, are all to be connected with the early part of the second century.
It was a period of close alliance with Messene, and is marked by the promi-
nence of Aigion as the capital of the Achaean League, so that the a priori
historical arguments which have been applied to the early fourth century,
have an equal force at the date in question. Moreover, if we are inclined
to place Damophon's activity at Megalopolis in 217-210, rather than from
188 onwards, we shall find it hard to reconcile the date with his work in
Lycosura, since the evidence for an independent Lycosura points more
strongly to 192 than to 223 ; not only have we no sure evidence for an
•exodus at all in 223, but the fact that the series of inscriptions in Lycosura
starts about 190, and starts with the family of Philopoemen, the emanci-
pator of the villages, suggests the later date. Finally, as we shall see later,
there is epigraphical evidence for Damophon's activity in Megalopolis at
.a much later period than the last decade of the third century.

The historical evidence, therefore, at our disposal leads us to adopt a
period starting about 190-180 for Damophon's work in Lycosura and
Megalopolis, and excludes any period before the sack of Megalopolis in
223 B.C.

1 Polyb. ii. 62. 2 Excavations at Megalopolis, pp. 53 and 59.
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§ 3.—THE CULT OF THE GREAT GODDESSES AT MEGALOPOLIS.

Further light is thrown on the date of Damophon's activity both at
Megalopolis and Lycosura by a consideration of the cult of the Great
Goddesses whose statues he made. The sanctuary at Lycosura was known
as the sanctuary of Despoina or the Mistress; this was the name of the
earlier shrine before 370, as well as of the later shrine visited by Pausanias.
Damophon's group, however, does not represent the Mistress, but two
goddesses of equal rank and two subordinate attendants. In Megalopolis,
where his group was housed in a new, not a restored, shrine, the sanctuary
was called that of the Great Goddesses. This indicates a change in the
later cult from the cult before 370, since the Mistress of early Arcadian
worship has no real relation with the Great Goddesses of Eleusis.
Despoina1 is the iroTvia Oijpwv, or the Great Mother, a primitive Arcadian
earth-goddess and protectress of wild animals; her true affinity is with
the Oriental Cybele or Magna Mater, who sometimes takes her place at
a later period. Kore-Persephone is a foreign and a different conception,
brought from Eleusis and acclimatised at a late period in Arcadia.
Fortunately, Pausanias has preserved for us a notice of the introduction of
the Eleusinian cult,2 for he relates in his account of Megalopolis that there
was a building containing statues of Callignotus, Mentas, Sosigenes, and
Polus. ' These men are said to have introduced the mysteries of the Great
Goddesses into Megalopolis, and the ceremonies are an imitation of those
at Eleusis.' It is noticeable that adjacent to the temple of the Great
Goddesses was an older sanctuary of the Maid,8 with an image eight feet
high and a pedestal always covered with ribbons. Men might enter it on
one day only, in the year. It is clear that in this old sanctuary we
must recognise the original home of the Mistress or Maid, the early
Arcadian nature-goddess primarily devoted to women, and that in the
great temple adorned by Damophon we find the later Eleusinian couple,
colossal and magnificent as befits the new and victorious cult; in fact,
it is very probable, as M. Berardi has suggested, that the original cults
of Megalopolis were those brought in straight from the villages, and that
perhaps the old sanctuary of the Maid was the very one which was

1 Cf. Miss Harrison, Prolegotnena to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 271 foil.
2 Paus. viii. 31. 7. 3 Paus. viii. 31. 5. 4 Les Cultes Arcadiens, p. 91.
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substituted for the abandoned shrine of Lycosura. Only gradually were
the separate systems replaced by universal Megalopolitan cults; the
temple of Zeus Soter dates from the outset, Cephisodotus and Xenophon
made the temple statues, and the god became the emblem of the Arcadian
League, but the goddesses of Eleusis were a later importation.

Of three of the men who introduced the cult we know nothing else, but
by great good fortune the name of one of them, Sosigenes, occurs on
an inscription1 found by the British excavators at Megalopolis, as father of
one of the damiourgoi. This inscription is dated in the latter half of
the second century B.C., Sosigenes,2 though a common name in Athens, is
exceedingly rare in the Peloponnese : under these circumstances we need
find no difficulty in supposing that Sosigenes was an Athenian or
Eleusinian who migrated to Megalopolis at the beginning of the second
century, and helped to introduce the new cult.

It is likely that the Eleusinian idea would prevail in Megalopolis
before it spread to Lycosura. Damophon was probably already engaged
in his work at the larger town when the newly enfranchised Lycosurians
determined to avail themselves of his skill. At Lycosura we find an
addition to the dual goddesses in the shape of two smaller attendant figures,
whose connexion with the cult of the Great Goddesses has never been
satisfactorily explained. It seems probable that we must account for the
Artemis and the Anytus by supposing that some elements of the earlier
Mistress-worship were incorporated in the later cult. In Artemis the
huntress, with quiver and dog, we see an admixture of an older chthonic
deity with snakes and torch ; all sides of the Mistress, Uorvia drjpSyv, are
not represented in the Eleusinian couple, and here, as it seems to me, we
find a chthonic huntress Artemis introduced to make good the deficiency.3

The meaning of Anytus is more difficult to explain ; Pausanias's story, that
he was a foster-father to the goddess, is unparalleled elsewhere and un-
satisfactory ; probably the story was invented by the local priests to explain
a myth they could no longer understand. It is quite possible that Anytus
represents the oldest inhabitant of all in this shrine on the hill of Lycosura,
some forgotten hero whose worship came to be incorporated in that of the
Mistress. Similar instances are not unknown, and there is the classic

1 Excavations at Megalopolis, Inscriptions, viii. B pp. 130-133.
2 Cf. Pape-Benseler, Wb'rterbuch der Griech. Eigennamen.
3 S. Wide (Lakonische Kulte, p. i n , note 2) suggests that the Artemis is Artemis Hegemone.
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example of Diana and Virbius at Aricia. We find the hero still surviving
as a make-weight to the Artemis on the other side of the Eleusinian group,
and an aetiological myth invented to account for his presence.

If this theory of the rise of the Eleusinian cult in Megalopolis and
Lycosura, and the identity of the Sosigenes on the inscription with the
Sosigenes who introduced it, be accepted, we have further strong evidence
for assigning the career of Damophon to the first part of the second
century.

§ 4 . — E P I G R A P H I C A L E V I D E N C E .

The inscriptions found in the shrine of Despoina at Lycosura
have been published with great care by Leonardos in the 'E<j>r)fiepl<;
'ApxaioXoyiKTj,1 but until Miss Thallon's recent article they had not been
used for the purpose of dating the temple; they form a series of which
the earliest are the dedications to Lydiadas and Philopoemen, while later
inscriptions belong to the imperial epoch. Were another argument needed
to demonstrate the impossibility of a Roman origin for the sanctuary, it
would rest upon this series of dedications, which starts from the beginning
of the second century B.C.

There is no need to go into these inscriptions in detail, with the
exception of the dedication2 to Lydiadas, and another that will be men-
tioned later. If the Lydiadas of the dedication were the tyrant of that
name, we should have to date the inscription about 230 B.C., thus throwing
back the construction of the sanctuary many years before the date
suggested. Miss Thallon, in order to get rid of the difficulty, is inclined
to put forward the suggestion that the stone, on which there is no mention
of Despoina or Lycosura, was brought from Megalopolis to Lycosura -v
but there is no need to adopt such an explanation. There were two
persons of the name of Lydiadas in the history of Megalopolis—one the
tyrant, and the other an ambassador who was sent to Rome in 179 B.C.
The forms of letters, which include an A with curved bar,3 are more easily
paralleled in the first half of the second century than in 230, which
seems too early for the change; the inscription must belong to the
ambassador not to the tyrant.

1 'E*. 'APX. 1895, p. 263; 1896, pp. 101, 217 ; 1898, p. 249.
2 'E*. 'APX. 1895, p. 263.
3 Cf. Loewy, Inschriften Criech. Bildhauer, p. 192, No. 272.
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The earliest inscription, then, is the dedication by the family1 of
Philopoemen, and this gives us as a starting point for the series, about 180
or 190 B.C. The importance of this inscription for the dating of the
temple is obvious.

The Stoa which stood in the precinct of the sanctuary contained four
reliefs,2 which are connected with the epoch of Polybius, since he appears
on one of them; in the same Stoa there was a tablet of which
Pausanias says, •mvauciov eari yeypa/n/ievop, eyov ra e'9 rrjv TeXerrjv.
Fraser3 understood this as a picture, but although the word iruvaKiov is
used as a tablet for painting on, by Theophrastus 4 and Lucian,5 its regular
use is a tablet for writing on ; thus Aristophanes6 uses it in The Wasps
for a juryman's tablet, and Aristotle,7 Aristophanes,8 and Demosthenes 9

all use it for the slabs on which laws and public documents were
inscribed. Pausanias's phrase is most naturally understood as meaning
an inscription containing the usages and laws of the sanctuary. Under
these circumstances there can be little doubt that Cavvadias and
Leonardos are justified in identifying the iepb<; vo/ios inscription 10 found
at Lycosura, as part of the tablet mentioned by Pausanias. This
inscription can be dated in the first half of the second century B.C., and
we have every reason to suppose that the publication of the laws of the
temple would be nearly contemporary with its erection ; its letter forms
seem contemporary with the Lydiadas inscription.

But there is other and more decisive epigraphical evidence to be
taken into account. Three inscriptions that are known to us at present
bear the name of, or seem to be connected with, a Damophon who is
probably the sculptor of Messene.

The first of these, found on the site of the city of Messene near the
stadium, is on the upper part of a base of grey marble; the left foot and
other parts of the statue which stood on the base were found with it, but have
since disappeared. The inscription is shown in-facsimile in Fig. 8, it has
been published already by Wilhelmu and Miss Thallon,12 and there are

I 'E<p. 'Af>x- I895. P- 27O- 2 Paus. viii. 37. 2.
3 But cf. Pausanias, iv. p. 371, where he retracts this view.
4 H.P. 3. 9. 7. 5 Imagines, 17.
6 Wasps, 167. 7 Politics, 2. 8. 5.
8 Bird', 450. 9 p. 96 fin. and 998, 4.
10 'Eif. 'kfx- '898, p. 249. Cavvadias, Fouilles de Lycosura, i. p. 13, note.
II Athen. Mitt. xvi. 1891, p. 355. n Op. cit. p. 314.
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practically no data for certain restoration. A smaller fragment from the
same base which runs

Z AAM
niMOS AAMC

TOYTF

need not be taken into calculation, as the lines are not the same distance
apart, and the letters are cut much more carelessly and lightly ; it is a
later addition. The inscription informs us, at any rate, that it was erected
by a son of one Damophon, whose name ended in A OS. In 1. 2 we can
probably restore with safety ATAAMATAS; the last letter is certainly

FA AM A
IKAlTAlTtOAE I

FIG. 8.—INSCRIPTION FROM MESSENE.

a f. The initial | of 1. 3 must be the last letter of the name of the god or
goddess to whom the dedication is offered ; we may perhaps restore
ANEQHKE at the end. Assuming for a moment that the son's name is
ZENOc^lAOE, we thus get lines containing about 26 letters.

A possible restoration might be

09 rbajyaXfia [TO.]? 'Ay[poTepa<? 3

'AprefiiB]i Ka\ rat 7ro\et [ave&rjice-

From the character of the letters Wilhelm dated the inscription
towards the end of the second century. To find the name of Damophon
as the father of a Messenian living in the second half of the second century,

1 Cf. following inscription. 2 Cf. following inscription.
3 For this restoration I am indebted to Mr. Tod. As an alternative to 'AypoTtpas he suggests

'Ayefidvas, cf. S. Wide, Lakonische Ktilte, pp. 110-112.
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is very strong evidence for connecting it with the sculptor, if we have
other evidence that the sculptor's career lay in the first half of the same
century.

AA1

FIG. 9.—INSCRIPTION FROM LYCOSURA.

The second inscription is on a round base from the temple of Lycosura,
and has been published by Leonardos ;1 it is shown in Fig. 9 in facsimile.
The last sign of 1. 1 must be part of [~, H, I, K, M, N, TT, or p: the only
two that are likely to make proper names are M or | ; and the apex is more
like that of a M. Leonardos states that the first sign of the second line v
is probably part of a K, and cannot be a N, but a comparison of the other
N's and K'S will show that the K's are formed quite differently, while the
N's are formed in just this curious way. The plural ANEOHKAN shows
that there were two dedicators; the first line and half the second consist
of their names, that of their father, almost certainly beginning with
AAM, and their nationality ending in -NIOI ; the most natural suggestions
are SIKYHNIOI or ME2SANIOI; the shrine of Despoina is, however, so
primarily local, that Messenians are far more likely than distant Sikyonians.
Leonardos's restoration A AMYAAOY is too short, if we adopt his practically
certain restoration of the last two lines, while AAMOcbflNTOZ provides
just the right number of letters. We have already had evidence for a son
of Damophon with a name ending in AOE, and that fact, together with the
nationality and the well-known connexion of Damophon with Lycosura,
seems quite sufficient authority for this important restoration,2 which gives
us four generations of the family of Damophon.

Demophon
I

Nikippa
I

Damophon

b Seiva Kal "S.sv6iptAos.
1 'E<f>. 'Af>X- 1896, p. 117.
2 The existence of two sculptors, Xenophilos and Straton of Argos is attested by several

inscriptions of the middle of the second century, but they always sign themselves 'Apyttoi, and
so we are unable to conjecture a connexion.
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The name of the grandfather Demophon is further evidence, since the
Greek custom of giving children their grandfather's name is well attested.
We are to suppose that the grandfather came from a district where Doric
was not the current dialect, and so preserved the form Demophon.

The letter forms of this inscription, though differing in some details
from those of Fig. 8, are not necessarily later; they belong to the end of
the second century, thus we again have evidence of Damophon's career
in the first half of the century.

The restored inscription will run—

6 Secva zeal BJe^o^Xo? Aa[(io<f>a>vTO<;

M.e<rcrdv]ioi Ni/ciTnrav Ar)fj.o(f>w[vTO<; rav

TOV TraJT/30? fj,arepa avedrjicav @e[at?.

The last inscription,1 shown in facsimile in Fig. 10, is of even greater

X4A
AAMo+ilN ANE OM KE

F I G . IO.—INSCRIPTION FROM MEGALOPOLIS.

importance. It is engraved on the cross-bar of a trident which decorates
the front of the fragment of a herm of Poseidon in the museum of
Megalopolis, shown in Fig. 11, and is a dedication by Damophon to Poseidon
Asphaleios. The letter forms 2 point undoubtedly to the first half of the
second century B.C. Damophon appears as the dedicator, not the maker, of
the statue, although he is, of course, likely to have made it also. The form
ANE0HKEN instead of EflOIHZEN is rare, but instances3 of it can be
quoted ; the form implies at any rate that the statue was presented by
Damophon, perhaps as a thank-offering on the conclusion of his work at
Megalopolis. Poseidon Asphaleios4 is probably to be regarded primarily

1 Published inJ.H.S. xiii. 1893, p. 337.
3 Note the A with angular cross-bar, and TT with legs of equal length, pointing to the second

century, while the O with central dot, the E, and the £ with divergent bars show that it is
decidedly older than the other two inscriptions, and must fall in the first half of the century.

3 Cf. Loewy, I.G.B. p. 369, No. 540; p. 370, No. 541 ; p. 374, No. 547.
4 Cf. Miiller's Bandbuch, v. 2, 1157, 1158. S. Wide, Lakonische Kulle, p. 35.
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as a god of earthquakes, and it is interesting to find that in the winter1 of
183 there was an earthquake which affected Sicily and Aetolia seriously,
though we have no mention of the Peloponnese.

With regard to this herm, we must also take into account the
following statement in Pausanias:2 ' Within the enclosure of the goddesses
there are also the following images, all of square shape : Hermes, surnamed
Leader, Apollo, Athena, Poseidon, also the Sun with the surname of
Saviour, and Heracles.' The inscribed herm was found only a few hundred
yards from the probable situation of the temple of the Great Goddesses, and

FIG. 11.—PART OF INSCRIBED HLRM FROM MEGALOPOLIS.

is small enough to be easily portable; there is thus every reason for con-
necting it with the herm of Poseidon mentioned by Pausanias. It was in
the temple of the Great Goddesses that all the other works of Damophon
were set up, and thus it was natural for him to offer his votive herm in
the same sanctuary.

But of course the primary fact of importance about this inscription is
that it gives us a date for Damophon entirely conformable, not only with
the two other inscriptions, but also with all the evidence we have collected
as to his career. The Damophon of the inscriptions can be no other than

1 Julius Schmidt in Deffner's Archiv. fur Mitlel-u. Neu^r. Phil. i. 1. p. 108.
2 Paus. viii. 31. 7.
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the sculptor; it would be an unthinkable coincidence that another
Messenian of the same name should occur on inscriptions, precisely in the
towns and in the same sanctuaries in those towns, that are connected with
the sculptor; and when all the historical evidence points to the sculptor
having lived exactly at the period indicated by the inscriptions, there
would seem to be no refuge from the conclusion that Damophon of
Messene lived and worked in the first half of the second pentury B.C.

GUY DICKINS.


